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TRISTAN UND ISOLDE
Opera in Concert - Gesamtkunstwerk minus a few; opera as music
without the furniture. Berlin Philharmonic, April 3, 2016
by Richard Rosenman
In theory, at least, GKW places equal emphasis on
all its components. The history of recorded music
disagrees. Shellac, vinyl and CD, shorn of all but
music, seem to disagree.
Opera in Concert, similar to the above in its
exclusion of all but music, does mix in, sometimes
unconsciously, vestiges of other components with
varying degree of success. The singers often do enact
what they are singing, convey emotions by their
body language, especially if the ensemble of a
previously staged version is singing. (see YouTube
video of Meistersinger at the Royal Opera House,
2010)
For those offended by the irrelevant, or simply
wrong interpretations of the story, Opera in Concert
is an ideal vehicle. Where music is the exclusive
ingredient together with the vocal and orchestral
interpretation, they have all they need, the
immediacy of performance without distraction of
such frequently irrelevant staging. Tristan and
Isolde, in particular, is a psychological thriller where
most of the action takes place in the mind and/or the
psyche of the participants so staging is often static by
definition and should not be difficult to dispose of.
The April 3rd Tristan concert performance with the
Berlin Philharmonic under Sir Simon Rattle once
more was a revelation to such as I who never saw a
staged performance without being at odds with at
least some of the decisions of the hapless director. In
this gem of a concert hall, the Berlin Philharmonic
hall, a not sufficiently appreciated masterpiece of the
early sixties by East German architect Hans Sharoun,
Sir Simon gave us a symphonic - passionate,
romantic and extroverted-reading of a work that is
rather introverted and often drowned in a melancholy
darkness. On this well illuminated stage in full view
of the audience the orchestra, elsewhere most often
buried in a pit, became part of the show and where
the individual singers, dressed in black would sit
while idle, standing up to sing, were not the only
elements to command our attention.

There was a noticeable difference in animation of the
principals. Our Tristan/Stuart Skelton, was reserved
in his movements, and so were Brangäne/Sarah
Connolly, King Marke/Stephen Milling, and both
Kurvenal/Michael Nagy and Melot/Roman Sadnik.
Isolde/Eva-Maria Westbroek, on the contrary, was
not recognizable after her physically tepid Elisabeth
in the Met Tannhäuser. Here she exteriorized her
emotions in an intense, unforgettable performance,
so much more affecting because unexpected of her.
One could not help but compare her positively to
Evelyn Herlitzius’ Bayreuth Isolde of similar
intensity but with an unpleasant stridency. Eva-Maria
Westbroek’s Elisabeth of the Met revival of
Tannhäuser put into evidence her shortcomings.
There, her unsure handling of the heroine’s double
personality, a saint if not a sinner then a woman in
love, was palpable. Here, in contrast, she was in
charge, stood up to the orchestra and to my delight,
the characteristic beat/tremolo in her voice, then so
annoying, was no more of consequence. However, on
a negative side, I did miss in her performance the
despair and the uncertainties of an Isolde of divided
loyalties. Perhaps the lushness of the orchestra
condemned her to it.
Stuart Skelton, unbowed to the end, commanded
effortlessly every nuance the score demanded. His
measured delivery unhesitating, sure, exploded with
feverish madness in Act 3. He showed his sure
command of the nuances, comfortably coursing from
piani to stentorian outbursts, from hope to the
highest pitch of despair.
Skelton’s Act 1 was an attempt at a stance which
came out more as a stiffness and lack of ease than the
role’s built-in reluctance to give in to his emotions.
In Act 2 again it is but a token, his expected passion
seriously hampered by self imposed brakes and, of
course, the ambivalence of concert performance how far to go in enactment that is, essentially, a
“stand and deliver” kind of a show. Here show up the
difficulties - it can be done when it is a dialogue but
not possible as in the example of the Melot - Tristan
aborted duel, and so much more so in Act 3, when
meant to be agonizing, Tristan is standing there hale
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Photos - Berlin Philharmonic

Eva-Maria Westbroek

if tired. And, here in Act 3 the
animation and passion come in to
make the suffering, both physical
and emotional, so vivid and
affecting in a man standing in a
plain black suit.
Stephen Milling’s King Marke’s
monologue which sometimes
defeats ones stronger than him,
sustained tender desolation and
disappointment. Stephen Milling
continues to be one of the very few
owners of this role.
Sarah Connolly was a supporting
Brangäne in Act 1, however, the
warning call in Act 2 lost much of
its mystery and sense of
foreboding in the bright lights of
the stage. She was level, calming
and clearly articulate in Act 2 and
desperate in Act 3.

Sir Simon’s music making was full
of crescendos, often too loud and
with too long pauses. The
solos of English horn and oboe, to
name just two, merited a special
and separate applause at the end.
This was one of a two
performance finale to a tour on
which Sir Simon took the
Philharmonic and the same singing
ensemble to Baden-Baden for the
Easter Festival. These were fully
staged performances, directed by
Mariusz Trelinski and received
with less enthusiasm, than what I
saw in Berlin.
A standing ovation is not as
common in Germany as it is here,
nevertheless the Philharmonic
orchestra received it. I joined them
without hesitation.

Stuart Skelton

Orchestra facing backstage part of auditorium
Photos: Richard Rosenman

Sir Simon Rattle, Stuart Skelton, Stephen Milling and
Michael Nagy, taking a bow.
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RICHARD STRAUSS WEEK

*

Deutsche Oper Berlin, April 6 -10, 2016

In one week, on five consecutive evenings, Deutsche Oper presented five Strauss
operas, three of them, Salome, Elektra and Rosenkavalier, well known and
frequently staged, and the remaining two, Die Liebe der Danae and Die
Ägyptische Helena, rarely seen on world’s stages.
All of the performances were revivals from the rich library of Deutsche Oper’s past
performances, and most, if not all, not showing their age or loss of relevance.
Following are accounts of four of them.
by Richard Rosenman

SALOME * April 6, 2016
When I embarked on this Strauss extravaganza,
this being Germany I expected a healthy dose of
Regieoper. I even devised ad hoc a Regie-meter to
assign a degree in which a work hovers between the
two extremes, a yawn inducing 1 among the
mayhem bent and 5 which would bring the
traditionalists into a state of near apoplexy.
To my surprise only one among the five works
might qualify and only for a 3 in my opinion, for
Salome does not really descend, or ascend
(depending on whose side you are) to that level.
The reason? Granted that some elements have no
logical reason to be there but the director’s vision
was clear to me from the beginning, not like some
other visions that have to be explained in detail to
make sense or never do in the end.
Of the five works presented, Salome is the only
one that could be considered controversial. The
original play by Oscar Wilde only insinuates a past
into which Claus Guth, (CG), the director, proceeds
to delve. For CG, Salome is a parable of abuse, a
study of hysteria. And, his argument rings true, for
the music is not so much erotic (as is generally
considered) but “monstrous and carnally
aggressive” to use his words. He also does away
with Salome’s cliches, the threatening pale moon,
the threatening darkness, the oppressive though
invisible heat.
Here, on stage, two histories are replayed - the
present moment that, more less, follows the libretto,
and the other, the one in Salome’s imagination, the
remembrance of her childhood, represented by her
thoughts and nightmares very real here, embodied
on the stage by the living and by the dummies, the

stand-ins for the living - e.g. Herod and Herodias
and mannequins for the secondary characters,
fitting extras in the horror film of her mind. Salome
is a victim, beset by nightmares and innermost
terrors crowding her head. We meet the younger
Salome of nightmares in six stages of her life
represented by six Salomes, ranging from small to
grown up, of increasing height and similarly
dressed. They appear singly or in varied groups
with the mature Salome aside quietly watching.
Salome, Allison Oakes, who replaces Catherine
Naglestad, is frail in body but strong in character.
Towering Jochanaan, Michael Volle, in a forceful
and unforgettable rendition, initially naked and
unyielding, flabby but impressive. It is a
confrontation of innocence with the certainties of a
prophet. He is central to the plot and in this revision
of the original he certainly is seen, if naked in the
beginning to return later in a business suit,
indistinguishable from all the others, including
Herod, a point important to Mr. Guth.
Herod, Thomas Blondelle, is lanky, wiry, too young
for the mature Herodias, Jeanne-Michelle
Charbonnet. He does not fit our image of him, of
obese, dissolute, morally corrupt. He is fast on his
feet, being everywhere at the same time, untiring,
hyperactive, much too agitated. All these characters
will show their true nature in the brilliant,
unexpected vision of the Dance of the Seven Veils.
Now what about it?
An anecdote from the past shows what surely
Strauss thought about it, even if referring to another
case. Fritz Busch once complained to Richard
Strauss (RS) that Daud’s song (Die Āgyptische
Helena) was “cheap and flat” and that RS ought to
weigh such “inspirations more carefully”. To which
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RS said:”That’s what wanted for the servant girls.
Believe me, dear Busch, the general public would
not go to Tannhäuser if it did not include the Song
to the Morning Star, or the Walküre without
Wintersturm. Well, well, that’s what they want.”
It has been always my opinion that the Dance fits
in that category, as surely the dance of Elektra must.
In the worst case it can be grotesque or ridiculous.
In this Salome, the director took a brilliant if
unsettling road - a ten minute flashback of Herod
interacting or dancing with successive Salomes,
implying but not actually showing his erotic and
abusive interest in each. Herodias is always present
but averting her face, hiding behind corners. The
dance interlude resolves all the doubts about to
where this vision of the opera leads.
At the end the victim turns perpetrator. Salome
wants to resolve her lifelong uncertainties.
Jochanaan’s head snaps off a dummy, a fitting end
to a story with uncertain distinction between
imagination and reality. There are, of course
confusing details in both the original and Mr. Guth’s
take on it. In the original, why it is the prophet the

vessel of revenge and not the perpetrator? Why does
Salome desire someone she had never seen? And,
why the prophet’s head is the catharsis in an
unequal power struggle where there is a reversal of
roles of father and husband?
And more prosaically, why does a great part of the
performance take place in a upscale menswear
store? CG offers an explanation - he simply tells it
is a biographical reference to his grandfather’s shop
he knew when a youth. To him it is a place
dedicated to concealment, where clothes are used to
conceal people’s true nature. What they appear may
not be what they are. Remember, everyone on stage
is similarly suited.
A word should be said about Alain Altinoglu’s
conducting. There were complains of his smoothing
down the sound that goes against the intentional
roughness and edginess of the score. But then, how
do you treat a work so extensively manipulated?
You manipulate it a little more. Maybe no one will
notice.

Jochanaan - Michael Volle (in the centre) in the haberdashery store cum Herod’s palace. Photo: Monika Rittershaus
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ELEKTRA

* April 7, 2016

In this revival of a 2007 production by Kirsten

Harms, just like the director’s avoidance of any
major departure from the script, in itself a
sufficiently exciting murder mystery, the staging
was a straight forward single set, a claustrophobic
grey courtyard boarded by grey walls on three
sides, nominally of a palace but more like a prison,
and covered by some grey gravel-like material into
which everybody sank to mid calf. A door on each
side and an opening on facing wall mid height, the
site for Klytemnestra’s harangues and the full view
of the killing of Aegisth.
What makes this performance more than a routine
revival is the presence of Evelyn Herlitzius in the
title role. Ms Herlitzius, a singing actress, has done
this role many times, among them in Aix-enProvence, Zurich and Milan. On the strength of her
past triumphs she is considered the reigning
Elektra. We had the chance to see why she is the
Elektra of choice. Her frenetic physicality fits the
role; she is kinetic, unstoppable; her bursts of sound
fit Elektra, the half mad revenge machine. She
shouts, she screams, she wears her emotions on the
outside, there is no doubt about her commitment to
a task she had chosen for herself. With all this
outsize emotionality she is also capable of most
touching lyricism in the Recognition Scene.
For me personally, this was a test of sorts. That
her take on the role of Isolde in Bayreuth, this past
August, was at odds with what Isolde represents,
was painfully evident and was unforgettable in the
wrong sense. Here she exhibits the same tenacity
and single-mindedness with which she pursued
Katharina Wagner’s Tristan in Act 1, a tenacity
justified in Elektra but hardly in Isolde of divided
loyalties.
Reviews like this can be packed with cross
references - they are useful in taking stock. In the
role of Isolde I criticized Ms Herlitzius for
vehemence and stridency, the very qualities that
make her an exemplary Elektra. Whether she

will be confined to sing only this role is moot - she
has sang a successful Kundry and she is scheduled
to sing Brünnhilde in Die Walküre and
Gotterdämmerung in the revival of the old Götz
Friedrich Ring in Deutsche Oper in Berlin, in 2017.
Although it was all about Ms Herlitzius who is on
stage the whole 90 plus minutes of the work, four of
the other characters distinguished themselves
equally.
Klytemnestra, Doris Soffel, dressed to be the only
strident colour among the drab others, malevolent
and threatening, wielding a bloody axe in her
gripping encounter with Elektra. She is a nightmare
ridden victim, suffering and willing to kill to lessen
her suffering.
Chrysothemis, Manuela Uhl, as the convincingly
weak sister, her beautiful voice fitting her adopted
character but, unfortunately at times opaqued by the
enthusiastic orchestra.

Elektra - Evelyn Herlitzius- at the close of the “dance”.
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Elektra- Evelyn Herlitzius- and Klytemnestra - Doris Soffel.
Photos: Bettina Stöss

Orest, Tobias Kehrer, has a beautiful resounding
bass, with measured, unhurried delivery and
outstanding diction. He commits the murder in full
view, emerging afterwards painted blood red and
with unseemly grin on his face.
In such a concentrated action every detail acquires
importance. One of these concerns the bloody axe
first brought by Klytemnestra, forgotten and picked
up by Elektra who in turn forgets to pass it to Orest
who does well enough with just a knife in full view
of the audience.

I have waited with trepidation for the final dance.
It can be a cringe inducing, grotesque experience, at
the least embarrassing as it was when years ago I
saw Hildegard Behrens spoil my evening at the Met.
The solution offered here avoided such a
reaction but it was a cryptic sort of ballet by the
maids dressed in white, writhing in the synthetic
mud and, I suppose, expiring. In operas today the
endings are played with continually and one never
finds out if the hero or heroine dies when the time
comes. However, I find this of minor importance if
the rest gives me enough to think about as it did
here.

Chrysothemis - Manuela Uhl and Elektra - Evelyn Herlitzius
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DIE ÄGYPTISCHE HELENA
Both Hofmannstahl and Strauss liked to draw

themes from Greek mythology but they must have
felt a particular connection with one extended
Mount Olympus family to which both Elektra and
Helena were related in some way. The Ägyptische
Helena is a convoluted tale where sorcerers’ magic
clears all obstacles. King Menelaus’s wife Helena
was kidnapped by or went by choice with Paris. To
get her back Menelaus caused the ten year long
Trojan War.
The resulting complications are a good source for
an opera. The advantage of mythologies, legends
and myths is their laissez - faire character as
concerns reality- anything goes, everyday laws of
nature are suspended. It is a free-for-all for
Hofmannstahl who manages to confuse us
thoroughly showering us with the unexpected,
unreal and fantastic. It is all fun even if an uncertain
number of people get killed at the opening scene.
Both the direction and staging of this version is
by Marco Arturo Marelli whose work I have seen
and liked in some Dresden productions. Here he
divides the revolving stage into three parts: the real
world, the magic world and a field of death, the last
a plain strewn with corpses. The first two differ by
a subtle hint - the same furniture, an armchair and a
sofa - are arranged normally on the floor in the one
world but in the other in unnatural position, the sofa
hanging on the wall and the armchair precariously
balanced on one of its corners, defying the laws of
gravity. You pass from one world to the other,
reality into a magic kingdom, by crossing the
threshold between the two. That much is clever,
though perhaps not clear to all. However, in the rest
of the mise-en -scene, the Ägyptische denomination
has dictated a curved panorama murals of orientalist
allusions to Egypt, palm trees, pyramids, etc. A
hodge- podge of pseudo historical allusions,
complicated by temporal jumps, gives us a modern
time killing with Kalashnikov machine guns at the
opening of the first scene, the reason for the piles of
corpses in the last third of the stage. The general
feeling is of an amateur high school musical

* April 9, 2016
production with soldiers in uncertain military
uniforms, plastic guns and an air of fake threat.
A colourful group of personages completes the
unreality of it all. There is the king MenelausStefan Vinke; Helena-Ricarda Merbeth; the
Sorceress Aithra-Laura Aikin; and a cast of
secondary characters among them the most
colourful of all, the ”alle-wisende Muschel”, The
All Knowing Mussel, or oyster, or whatever you
choose to call it, sung by Ronnita Miller in a
creamy contralto/deep mezzo. Here she struts with
a small TV which shows the “alle”, the All, straight
out of a burlesque theatre.
The music is Strauss to the core, harmonies and
themes recognizable, but in bulk a river of sound
mostly without modulations, an unending series of
crescendos, a permanent climax, a musical orgy.
This is what the singers were against. The result?
They all sang at the top of their voices and in some
cases this meant shouting.
This performance was a revival of a 2009
production. It is a work very rarely performed in
full but the opening aria in Act 2, “zweite
Brautnacht”, is sometimes cannibalized by
sopranos to show their skill. With the orchestral
score and writing for soloist of fiendish complexity,
a lot was asked of Stefan Vinke. Strauss was no
friend of tenors. Bacchus is always given as an
example of the demands placed on the tenor,
demands that defeat many singers. The Menelaus
part is of comparable difficulty but two or three
times longer. This is a challenge for the best but
Vinke, at least that night, was not among them. To
keep up with the massive flow of music he resorted
to shouts and barks and
of course all the likely legato was lost. To add to his
woes, his lower notes were diminished or lost
altogether.
The sorceress Aithra was another tough role.
Laura Atkin gave us the most impressive singing,
even throughout the whole range, great diction and
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fine body work. Her performance was the most
memorable in all aspects. Another singing actress to
remember.
Finally Helena, the one that started the Trojan
War. I was too far to see if she really was the most
beautiful woman in the world. Ricarda Merbeth
shone with her “zweite Brautnacht” and all other
challenges.
Even though I heard numerous boos the reception
was warm and enthusiastic. Perhaps it was taken as
a fairy tale, and we all need these to forget everyday
realities. Seeing this opera was a privilege not likely
to be repeated soon. Deutche Oper Berlin had a fine
idea in presenting it. There are more such little
known gems among the fifteen Strauss operas. Let
us hope that the Deutsche Oper does it again.

Photos: Marcus Lieberenz

ABOVE:
BELOW

Helena - Ricarda Merbeth- at field of death
Menelaus - Stefan Vinke and Helena - Ricarda Merbeth

DER ROSENKAVALIER * April 10,
2016

What is the unflagging attraction of

Rosenkavelier besides its gorgeous orchestration,
the melding of comedy and gravity, the non-stop
waltztime? Is it not a nostalgia for a past that
seemed simpler and happier even though the Vienna
of Rosenkavalier never existed? Is it nostalgia for
better times? Better? When there were such as Die
Feldmarschallin Fürstin Werdenberg, Count
Octavian Maria Ehrenreich Bonaventura Hyacinth
Rofrano and Der Baron Ochs auf Lerchenau? The
Marschallin born or married to unlimited privilege,
to almost unlimited power that even the police
bows to in Act 3, having everything, wealth, a
teenage lover, everything that the rest of us may
only dream about. So in a bow to us, beyond the
comedy, sadness, and “true romance”, it has an
important ingredient, comeuppance.

Hard to say without having seen this production’s
1993 premiere, whether after seventy five
performances it has aged with dignity. It certainly
has not acquired the status of longevity, almost
eternity, of the Munich’s Otto Schenk’s inauthentic
rococo production of 1972 which the house dares
not touch, modernize or substitute (reviewed here in
September 2011) and which was left calcified in a
wrong century. The Berlin Gõtz Friedrich one has
progressed in the sense that it does not hold itself
slavishly to one period even if not an authentic one.
Is it the Johan Strauss’ Vienna, or the interwar
period and just any timeless boudoir? It can be
seen as a bit of pastiche that cannot make up its
mind when or where, but it makes things easier for
the designer. Anachronism is acceptable in opera.
Since the last two Rosenkavaliers I have seen were
the Munich ones, it is inevitable that comparisons
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with it are automatic. In Munich there was no doubt
who was the star. Anja Harteros who was meant to
sing also this one in Berlin and forced to cancel,
was substituted by Michaela Kaune, easily
dominated the stage with her height, her aristocratic
bearing and her voice. In Berlin it was Octavian,
Daniela Sindram, whose extraordinarily beautiful
voice I have savoured over all others. She stole the
scene by her youthful exuberance and self
assurance, fragile in type but strong in delivery. The
Marschallin grew in dignity and seriousness as the
Act proceeded. Touching was Octavian’s
progressive acceptance of Marschallin’s decision,
the slow realization that she was serious and that it
was final.
Act 1 is for me always the most moving. In
Berlin, a curtain isolates everything that might
distract from the overt, not glossed-over eroticism,
the love game and love talk. When reality elbowsin, it is a bittersweet parting and the heartrending
reflections on the inexorable course of time. A
poignant scene of self examination is cruelly
truncated by her social obligations to give to the
less fortunate, crumbs from the table of her
privilege to the poor, and fend off the free loaders
and those who offer or sell miracles; all this while
she is coiffed, manicured and attended by the
obsequious help.
The delightful introduction of Baron Ochs and the
farce of interplay among the trio of personages
brings relief. Albert Pesendorfer as Ochs came out
as too sympathetic, too nice underneath the bluster.
He did not made one cringe. He is not really a boor
- he pretends to be one. Yes, I know it is a farce, but
a vein of evil is lacking. He is merely tactless, an
elephant in a china shop. A caricature of a
caricature.
Matthew Newlin as the Italian singer suffered a
tiny hiccup, unpardonable in this piece of
showmanship. Gone are the days when top tenors
were brought-in just for this.
Act 2 opens in the nouveau riche palais of
Faninal resembling perhaps a hotel lobby but which
Faninal with false humility calls repeatedly “my
townhouse”. Carpets, mirrors, stylistically neutral
belying again its exact location in time or space.
Anachronism is allowed and often actively sought.
Picture Och’s bluster, Faninal’s, Michael KupferRadecky, minimal obsequiousness, the virginal
schoolgirlish charm of Sophie, Siobhan Stagg, and

her awakened independence and fortitude as she
sees Ochs next to the “Presenter of the Rose”; a
mousy schoolgirl, both afraid of and wanting to
please her father, who grows up in the course of this
Act into an independent woman knowing what she
wants and who will not accept less. Octavian
meanwhile looses his cool, finding in Sophie for the
first time something more than what was just an
erotic game with an older woman. It is a mixture of
styles and periods. In the “Presentation of the Rose”
we are back in Schenk’s land with Octavian dressed
in a rococo suit for ceremonial reasons but the only
one among business suits, triumphant as all good
fairy tales require. All this so predictable and
hackneyed by repetition in all the Rosenkavaliers
we have seen but made again fresh and touching
and funny with the help of Spielleitung of Gerlinde
Pelkowski.
Act 3 interestingly opens as looking from
backstage of a nightclub or burlesque theatre. There
is another audience barely visible behind the semi
transparent curtain. It is an inventive but confusing
idea. Mute pantomimes passing quickly across the
stage.
Octavian, presently Mariandel, the she as he as
she, takes charge with despairing Ochs, now adding
a magnificent falsetto to her limitless range. It is
just a familiar horseplay, a foreplay for the trio and
the duet. Marschallin provides the leadership
though it is stiffness rather than the intended dignity
(Harteros, where are you?). It all ends with tears for
some and rejoicing for others. Octavian chooses to
appear humbled, a true fairy tale ending, a farce no
more.
Michaela Kaune as Marschallin, perhaps did not
make the same impression as Harteros would but
was believable with Octavian and grew in
seriousness and dignity as the action went on. Her
resolve to end her relationship is always a
heartrending scene and it was more so with these
two beautiful human beings. In the last act she is
disciplined, masterful but somehow diminished in
stature and bearing. Her exit is a written-in
anticlimax, a hand-over to the young couple.
Ulf Schrimer directed the orchestra.
This being the last of the five works presented on
five successive evenings, on the whole one can have
reservations about individual works but the whole
overrides any qualms. It was a superhuman effort

for the orchestra and for some of the singers who
mounted the stage in more than one of the works.
They were all rewarded by the grateful and

appreciative audience. A gift for lovers of Strauss’
music on par with some of the traditional offerings
of Dresden Semperoper.

NEWS
AND
COMMENTS
Waltraud Meier sang her last Kundry at the Berlin
Staatsoper’s Parsifal this past April.
This follows her similar exit from the Isolde role
last year in Munich. She has been singing Kundry
since her sensational debut at Bayreuth in 1983, in
her twenties.
After many delays due to construction problems
the Berlin Staatsoper Unter den Linden should
reopen on October 3, 2017.
Waltraud Meier!

Both Berlin operas vie for the privilege of a new
Ring. Both want it. Deutsche Oper is planning a
new Ring for 2020, directed by Stefan Herheim and
conducted by Sir Simon Rattle. Meanwhile the
Staatsoper, under Daniel Barenboim, is planning a
Dimitri Tscherniakov Ring without fixing the date.
In the meantime Deutsche Oper has scheduled a
revival of the old Gõetz Friedrich Ring in April
2017 under Donald Runnicles with Evelyn
Herlitzius as Brünnhilde in both Die Walküre and
Gotterdämmerung.
The Walküre performed originally by Karajan in
1967 will be recreated with the original Gunther
Schneider-Siemssen sets in the Salzburg Easter
Festival of 2017 to celebrate its 50th anniversary.
The singers named so far are Peter Seiffert, Georg
Zeppenfeld and Anja Kampe.. Christian
Thielemann will conduct.
BAYREUTH
Director Uwe Eric Laufenberg is planning a new
Parsifal to premiere on July 25, 2017. He would
like to highlight the religious component of the

Photo: www.waltraud-meier.com/BM

opera. Perhaps it is the fear of religious kitsch that
religion is played down or trivialized today, he
suggests.
His female singers with burqas may be exposed to
violence by islamists and stringent safety measures
are contemplated including, perhaps, barriers, bag
checks and similar.
Austrian Andreas Schager will be Eric in Flying
Dutchman. this year and in 2017 and 2018. After
that he will sing the title role of Parsifal.

Bayreuth got a new Managing Director in the
person of Holger von Berg who presently does this
job at the Residenztheater in Munich.
Frank Castorf, responsible for the current Ring in
Bayreuth has been criticized by many but not all.
This year, the Berlin Art Prize will be awarded to
him to honour both his artistic achievements as a
director and his impact as the artistic director of the
Volksbühne am Rosa Luxemburg Platz in Berlin
since 1992.
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Tannhäuser
in
Havana, Cuba;
by Hans-Jürgen Lotzerich, Kassel Wagner Society
Wagner opera in Cuba began in 2013 when the

Flying Dutchman was staged to celebrate Wagner’s
birthday. Encouraged by the success of this
production in The National Lyric Theatre of Cuba
three performances of Tannhäuser were produced
at the newly renovated Gran Teatro de La Habana
Alicia Alonso, the impressive palace-like building,
built in 1914 and which had replaced the earlier
theatre of 1838 and where Enrico Caruso once sang.
This Wagner opera in the opera house was made
possible by the Goethe-Institut Havana. As with the
earlier production of Flying Dutchman in the
Wagner year, this was actively and financially
supported by the Wagner society of Munich. The
premiere took place in the not quite sold out great
hall of the opera house (1500 seats) in which
Barack Obama had spoken only four days earlier.
The performance of this opera was shortened by
about one third. In the overture and the Bacchanale
chamber music was played by only 5 musicians
(violin, cello, bass, piano and clarinet) giving the
music a special charming aspect. It was danced to
by the Cuban Compania Danza Teatro Retazos. As
Tannhäuser (Yuri Hernandez) and Venus (Alioska
Jimenez) began to sing, they were accompanied by
the full Orquesta Sinfonica del Gran Teatro de La
Habana Alicia Alonso inaugurated under the
direction of the Austrian conductor Walter
Gugerbauer, formerly General Music Director of
the opera house in Erfurt, Germany.
The production was directed by Andreas Baesler
from Germany; Alexis Leyva Machado, a sculptor,
designed the stage sets. Act 1 features a bed with
the two protagonists engaged in carnal activity and
in the background are placed four upended boats
with paddles as well as other installations of the
sculptor. The stage in the Act 1 is predominantly
illuminated by red light and the direction shows
how Tannhäuser is torn between Venus and
Elisabeth, both in contemporary costumes. In the

following acts the dominant colours are green and
blue. Act 2 features four piano fragments designed
to emphasize the aspect of the art and in Act 3 a
large seated figure sculpture dominates the stage.
When Tannhäuser has to decide at the end of the
opera between Venus and Elisabeth the scene is
again in red light. The wondrous pope’s staff and
the redemptive sacrifice by Elisabeth are in fact
completely omitted and, instead, one hears again
the Venusberg theme of the overture of Act 1- but
this time it is played by the whole orchestra.
The excellent ballet dancers were very
appropriate, their movements quite traditional and
lovely. Act 2 subtle characterization of Wartburg
guests were played by dancers and this even
included some funny moments.
It was obvious that the orchestra had no
experience with Wagner but the conductor led it
with the necessary skill and sensitivity. The
missing harps in the orchestra were replaced by a
keyboard. However, the lack of experience was
made up by dedicated action of all artists that gave
the whole production a charming exotic note.
The singers all come from Cuba except for Jorge
Alberto Martinez who is from Mexico. They all
have beautiful voices. Particularly worthy of
mention is Johana Simon as Elisabeth, Indira
Hechevarria as the shepherd and Tannhäuser did his
job amazingly well, even though it is one of the
heaviest Wagner roles. Marcos Lima,who sings the
Landgraf Hermann, is incidentally also chairman of
the Cuban Wagner society.
The production was enthusiastically received by
the audience and there were many curtain calls.
PS by Frances Henry: Hans has sent me a tape of this
production and I can attest to the very good voices in this cast.
I was especially impressed by Yuri Hernandez in the lead role
and Johana Simon as Elisabeth. There is also a video clip
available at:

http://www.dw.com/en/radar-tannh
%C3%A4user-in-havana/av-19160571
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“WAGNER ANTISÉMITE
Un problème historique, sémiologique et esthétique”
Jean-Jacques Nattiez
Christian Bourgeois Éditeur
ISBN: 978-2-267-02903-1
Reviewed by Pierre Couture.

Contrary to various authors who have written books

denying the existence of an anti-Semitic dimension in
the characters and the works of Richard Wagner, JeanJacques Nattiez, an associate musicology professor and
specialist in musical semiology at the Université de
Montréal, has devoted 563 densely printed pages to
establish his thesis that the anti-Semitic ideas of Wagner,
evidenced in his several writings fully translated by
Marie-Hélène Benoit-Otis and added as an appendix at
the end of the book, were undoubtedly the inspiration
for his musical concepts and affected his artistic output.
Wagner Antisémite, Un problème historique,
sémiologique et esthétique - written in French, and
hopefully to be published in English in the near future is an extremely well researched and scholarly document
destined to expose the prevalent anti-Semitic movement
in Germany and the rest of Europe throughout the latter
part of the 19th century, particularly the years between
1860 and 1880, and analyze the vision and the works of
Richard Wagner beyond the scope of his anti-Semitic
writings. The author even goes on to explain some
contradictions in Wagner where the message and the
vision may differ from his explicit actions; how, for
instance, is it possible that Wagner could maintain some
Jewish friends and colleagues throughout his life while
he was professing his hatred of the Jews? How could the
same man who wrote the anti-Semitic pamphlet Das
Judentum in der Musik be the same one to compose the
noblest love duet in the second act of Tristan und
Isolde ?
But you can only admire the thoroughness with which
professor Nattiez has approached his subject, blessed by
the abiding sense of it all as a great labour of love, as he
demonstrates that Wagner's anti-Semitism is specific and
cannot be isolated from his musical writings. He is one
more to admit that Wagner's anti-Semitism is definitely
condemnable but explicable by his time.
The author stresses the importance of defining the
various words linked to Judaism, like judeophobia and
anti-Semitism, and asserts that Judaism is a religion not
a race, contrary to Wagner who attempted to use some
morphological signs and features to illustrate something
specifically Jewish in human beings. In addition to being
critical of the behavior of Jews in the realm of economy,
Wagner denounces their “very unpleasant physical
appearance.” He attempts to prove that characters such
as Alberich, Mime, Beckmesser, Hagen, Klingsor and
Kundry could all be some sorts of allegories of Jews or
Semites. Fully aware of the semiological dimension of

the anti-Semitism in Wagner and attempting to identify
the variances, the morphological differences and the
attitudes of Jews without being racist, Professor Nattiez
believes that the absence of explicit anti- Semitic words
in Wagner's librettos does not preclude that it is existent.
It is being stated that, in his youth, Richard Wagner
believed that he was Jewish - which not necessarily
means that he was - and born in the Jewish district of
Leipzig of a Jewish father. His original name would
have been Richard Geyer and he was apparently
considered Jewish by his school mates and fellow
citizens. His denial of father's identity, linked with the
perceived hatred towards Jews as part of the strong
prevailing cultural and historic anti-Semitism in the 19th
century, would have somehow increased his sense of
inferiority and given birth to a strong anti-Semitism.
This could possibly explain the constant concern with
names in his operas and their origins: Siegfried keeps
returning to Mime although he despises him because he
wants to learn of his parentage; Lohengrin forbids Elsa
to ask his name or where he has come from; Parsifal
knows little of his past and wants to learn it from
Kundry. Professor Nattiez does mention the existence of
an Anglo-Saxon scholar, without naming him, who is
seriously devoting his research to establish Wagner's full
"pedigree".
The young Richard Wagner would have also been
influenced by Martin Luther - the influential German
Judeophobe and his evident anti-Semitic zeitgeist - who
strongly believed that the Jews are une incorrigible
prostituée- an incorrigible prostitute - explicitly
published in 1543 in his pamphlet Von den Juden und
ihren Lügen (On the Jews and their lies). He deplored
the Jewish music of Meyerbeer and Mendelssohn, and
presented Parsifal as the expected saviour, rid of all
Jewishness, to recover the lost state of the Eden-like
purity.
Regarding the performance of Wagner operas in the
21st century and after the Nazi period, he mentions
some thoughts from Daniel Barenboim, which were later
endorsed by Pierre Boulez who declared in his
justification for conducting Wagner that his music is not
contaminated by his anti-Semitic declarations: "...if we
don't stop at this ideological proximity with the Nazis,
which is not Wagner's responsibility, we can easily listen
to and perform Wagner."
In closing, Professor Nattiez fully understands and
admits that, had we not gone through the German Nazi
period and the horrors of World War II, this book and
many others might not have seen the light of day. This
book constitutes an excellent historic document as well
as an in-depth analytical document with strong
convictions, and should be revisited occasionally
because of its density and content - it was for me
personally a cerebral return to my university reading
days.

WA G N E R
O N S TA G E

Die Feen
Leipzig; May 21
Das Liebesverbot
Strasbourg; May 8 - 22, NP
Leipzig; May 20 - June 12
Moscow, Helicon; May 25 - 28
Rienzi
Leipzig; May 15 - 22
Der Fliegende Holländer
Ekaterinburg; May 3 - June 8
Munich, SO; May 5 - 11
Mainz; May 6 - July 9
Seattle; May 7 - 21
Bremen; May 7 - June 8
Heidelberg; May 12 - July 15
Bonn; May 16 - June 29
Köln; June 5 - 19
La Coruńa; June 9 - 11
Plovdiv; June 24
Munich; July 19 - 22
Kopparberg; July 30 - Aug 28
Bayreuth; July 30 - Aug 26
Lohengrin
Berlin DO; May 5 - 8
Osnabrück; May 5 - June 3
Ulm; May 7 - June 26
Vienna SO; May 10 - 21
Dresden; May 19 - 29
Tokyo; May 23 - June 4
Bratislava; June 5
Munich SO; July 2
Tannhäuser
London RO; May 2 - 15
Innsbruck; May 14 - July 2; NP
Meiningen; May 14 - June 28
Aachen; May 16 - 26
Longborough; June 9 - 18
Melbourne; Aug 12 - 20
The Ring
Frankfurt; May 5 - July 17
Leipzig; May 15 - July 3
Washington; May 10 - 22
Sofia; May 21 - 27
Mannheim; May 21 - July 28
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Leeds; May 24 - 29
Berlin SO; June 11 - July 2
Budapest; June 16 - 19
London SBC; June 28 - July 3
Erl; July 14 - 17
Bayreuth; July 26- Aug 25
Das Rheingold
Kiel; June 30 - July 8
Karlsruhe; July 9 - 20
Die Walküre
Baden-Baden; July 7 - 10 CP
Die Meistersinger
Chemnitz; May 1 - 8
Munich; May 16 - June 4 NP
Glyndebourne; May 21 - June 27
Erfurt; May 29 - June 11, NP
Budapest; June 24 - 26
Munich; July 28 - 31
Tristan und Isolde
Hamburg; May 1 - 8
Karlsruhe; May 5 - June 26
Paris, Ch Elis; May 12 - 24 NP
Helsinki; May 14 - 28
Kaiserlautern; May 15 - June 25
Passau; May 20 - 22
Dortmund; May 29
Stuttgart; May 29 - July 7
Berlin DO; June 5 - 18
London ENO; June 9 - July 9
St Petersburg; June 10
Warsaw; June 12 - 18
Northington; July 13 - 16 CP
Sofia; July 14 - 17
Bayreuth; Aug 1 - 22
Parsifal
Rotterdam; May 20 - 22, adaptation
Mannheim; May 21 - Jun 21
Bayreuth; July 25 - Aug 28
NP - new production
CP - concert Performance
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